
IKON XC SERIES
C100

EXTRA POWER TO MOW LARGER LAWNS 

The C100 is the largest tractor in Ariens’ C Series range. Equipped with a Kawasaki 

FR730V twin-cylinder engine, the C100 has abundant power to drive either a 

122cm (48") XRD cutter deck or 92cm (36") High Grass Mulch (HGM) deck with 

ease. A larger cutter deck means faster mowing with less passes required to 

complete the job. The optional 300 litre PGC+ grass collector is large enough to 

ensure that you can keep mowing without constant stops to empty the clippings.

POWER TAKE-OFF
Drive a range of accessories for year-
round garden care by using the push-button 
controlled power take-off

PARK BRAKE
The tractor cannot be started unless the 
brake is engaged. This important safety 
device is fitted as standard on all Ariens 
tractors

OMS DASHBOARD DISPLAY 
OMS is a simple-to-use dashboard display 
– everything you need to know about your 
tractor in one location

HEAVY DUTY CAST AXLE
Adds strength, enabling the tractor to 
withstand the stresses of uneven terrain

PGC+
Optional interchangeable cassette system 
includes Grass Sweeper (as standard), and 
Scarifier cassette.

ACCESS
Getting on and off the tractor is made easy 
with a shaped steering wheel and adjustable 
seat position



FEATURES BENEFITS

Cut and collect system  Cut and collect grass fully, even when it’s wet, using the optional PGC+ fitted with a 
Grass Sweeper cassette

 Stripe a lawn with the integrated roller fitted to the optional PGC+

Premium quality engine  The C100 uses a twin cylinder Kawasaki FR730V 726cc engine, selected for its 
power, economy and durability

Heavy duty construction

 Extra strong cast axle with useful tie-down points

 Painted components have surpassed 500 hours of continuous salt spray exposure 
without corrosion


Low noise operation is a result of the double skinned bonnet which reduces engine 
noise, and the cutting and collection system which minimises air disturbance from 
the blades, reducing unwanted sound

 Strong, durable single pressed body

Dashboard / Display / 
Operating Management System (OMS)

 Regularly used controls at your fingertips thanks to the dashboard layout

 Warnings/indicators visible at all times on the simple-to-use dashboard display 

Rear discharge XRD cutter deck  Tough, highly durable, fabricated deck. Reinforced impact bars protect the deck from 
the knocks and scrapes of everyday use. 

Easy access  Access on and off the tractor is made easy with a shaped steering wheel and 
adjustable seat position

Power take-off  Drive a range of optional attachments, including the PGC+. The Grass Sweeper 
cassette is installed as standard. A Scarifier cassette is also available

Seat with armrests  For extra comfort and support

Easy-to-use pedals and levers
 Pedals and levers are positioned within easy reach of the operator and have been 

engineered to be lightweight-to-use

 Deck height adjustment is light, smooth and easy-to-use thanks to a clever gearing 
system through nine incremental settings

Hydrostatic transmission  One pedal controls forward speed. Press it further and your speed increases. 
Release it and you slow down
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C100
ENGINE FR730V Kawasaki twin cylinder 726cc

TRANSMISSION Hydrostatic Foot Control

STANDARD CUTTER DECK 122cm (48") XRD rear discharge

XRD DECK HEIGHT SETTINGS 12mm (½") up to 101mm (4")

HIGH GRASS MULCH DECK 92cm (36")

(OPTIONAL) GRASS COLLECTOR CAPACITY 300 litres

POWER TAKE-OFF Standard (Electric engage)

BULLBAR Standard

OMS Colour digital display

FUEL TANK 7 litres

WHEEL SIZE (FRONT / REAR) 38cm / 51cm (15" / 20")

DIMENSIONS (EXC PGC+) (L X W X H) 190cm x 127cm x 116cm

WEIGHT (EXC DECK AND PGC+) 249.8kg


